TOURNAMENT PACK
1030 HRS
Saturday, 9th January, 2016

Tournament Organizer:
Derek Ho
In Conjunction With Games @ PI

MEMO SUBJECT: BRIEFING FOR ALL UCM COMMANDERS PERFORMING
TOUR OF DUTY IN STAR CASABLANCA
PLANET: NEW EDEN
CITY: STAR CASABLANCA
TIME: YEAR 2671, 280 days after the start of the Reconquest

The city of Star Casablanca has historically been known as one of the
most interesting places to be as it was a melting pot of various cultures
that had made it their home. The climate here was less than optimal and
as a result, a large honeycomb like network was built below the city to
create space for its increasing population to live in. These days, the only
melting happening is that of armoured vehicles by plasma and taking a
personal interest in this city is often short-lived and deadly. The
underground network is often shunned by most infantrymen due to lack
of information.
Still, higher-ups have taken an interest in this city for the following
reasons.
1. We have located several sources of potential data caches that
could give us an edge in navigating the city through its extensive
underground network.
2. Surface scans have identified several key strategic locations to
occupy in order to speed up the Reconquest in this city.
3. Unidentified outposts not operated by us have been discovered in
the city. As this city obviously has enough strategic merit to
warrant the attention of our enemies (assumed), we must weaken
their presence by destroying their outposts.
As encryption available for information released at my level is rather
rudimentary, I believe many non-UCM commanders will be reading this as
well. So I will end this briefing by addressing them: Should you deem it
necessary to stand in our way, our guns will find your range.
This message was brought to you by
Lt Sam Tin Wong,
Communications Executive of the United Colonies of Mankind.

Tournament details:
Enlisting:
1. Sign up for the event at the Games @ PI Facebook Event Page
[https://www.facebook.com/events/154731141552523/].
2. Register for the event at Games @ PI.
3. Submit a valid 1500 Point Army List to the Tournament Organizer
at the following address [Stormclad@gmail.com]
Registration Fee: $16
Event Timeline:
8th January 2016
Submit Army List to Tournament Organizer [Stormclad@gmail.com]
9th January 2016
1030 HRS Rendezvous at Games @ PI for Tournament Brief
1100 HRS Round 1 Start
1300 HRS Round 1 End
1400 HRS Round 2 Start
1600 HRS Round 2 End
1630 HRS Round 3 Start
1830 HRS Round 3 End
1900 HRS Prize Presentation And Dismissal
What to bring:
1) 1500 pts of painted models, with a single valid army list to be used
throughout the event. Please submit your army list to the
organizer by 8th January 2016 for vetting.
2) Dice, tape measure, tokens and counting devices to keep track of
unit damage and the damage of buildings you occupy.
Event Format:
1) Three tables will be setup with the following scenarios as attached:
a. Take and Extract
b. Recon
c. Bunker Assault
2) The tournament will be played over 3 rounds with each player
playing out each scenario once as assigned by the tournament
organizer.
3) Each scenario will be played out over 6 turns for 2 hours.
4) At the end of the game, tally up the victory points as specified in
the scenario sheet provided on each table. Write this on your score
sheet.

Prizes:
1) Participation prizes
a. A Hawk Wargames Campaign Pin
b. A Games @ PI $6 Voucher Die
2) Prize for most Victory Points
a. A Games @ PI 15% Discount Voucher and acrylic Dropzone
Commander Templates
3) Prize for best painted army (Community Vote)
a. A Games @ PI 15% Discount Voucher

Take and Extract
Your forces are advancing and it’s critical that the centre of this sector
is held by friendly troops. HQ has also identified four priority objectives
in the surrounding area - these should be taken and extracted from the
combat zone while you secure the area.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2
ARMY ROSTER: Standard (all players)
DEPLOYMENT: All Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness. Fast
Mover Squads start in Reserve.
DURATION: 6 Turns
VICTORY CONDITIONS:
The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of
turn 6 wins the game. If both players end the game with the same
number of Victory Points, the game is a draw.

Recon
In the opening hours of battle, an expeditionary force has been sent to
reconnoitre a promising strongpoint. This is an excellent opportunity to
identify defensible buildings - the only trouble is that enemy forces are
scouting the area as well!

NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2
ARMY ROSTER: Standard (all players)
DEPLOYMENT: All Battlegroups begin the game in Readiness. Fast
Mover Squads start in Reserve.
DURATION: 6 Turns
VICTORY CONDITIONS:
The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of
turn 6 wins the game. If both players end the game with the same
number of Victory Points, the game is a draw.

Bunker Assault
You are both fighting over key planetary defences, and it is your mission to take
and hold a bunker complex linked to an obrital laser. This is a high value target
to capture - be prepaed for enemy contact!

NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2
ARMY ROSTER: Standard (all players)
DEPLOYMENT: All Battlegroups may Directly Deploy (remember
that Squads inside aerial transports automatically start the
game in Readiness in this case). Fast Mover Squads start in
Reserve.
DURATION: 6 Turns
VICTORY CONDITIONS:
The player with the highest number of Victory Points at the end of
turn 6 wins the game. If both players end the game with the same
number of Victory Points, the game is a draw.
Bunker Assault:
The 5 focal points in theis scenario will be within bunkers. The
bunkers can’t be destroyed and are immune to falling masonary,
however they can still be targeted by flame weapons as normal.
Infantry inside the bunker are worth double their unit points when
calculating who is in control of the focal point.

